
PROCESS IMPROVERS: 
BLOCK MACHINES

MINIMISE ADJUSTMENT - VIBRATION TABLE LINERS

Table liners endure immense vibratory forces and as a result steel liners 
wear quickly. Regular, time consuming adjustment is then required to 
maintain consistent block quality. ConSpareUltra tungsten coated 
liners are extremely abrasion resistant and highly polished, maximising 
the service life of the components and greatly reducing the frequency 
of adjustment. We’ve had sets in operation for over 13 years!

MINIMISE DOWNTIME - FEEDBOX TABLE PLATES

Table plates are subject to high levels of abrasion, impact and erosion, 
all of which are exacerbated by pressure. Premature failure requires 
replacement which is highly disruptive and causes safety issues. 
ExtraChrome~Snake hardweld coated plates are exceptionally 
abrasion and impact resistant, maximising service life. Meticulously 
manufactured, they ensure optimal performance and installation.

KEEP BOARDS CLEAN - CRUSTCRACKER

During production, cementitious materials build up on production 
boards. This detrimentally effects the board surface and the quality of 
blocks. The ground-breaking CrustCracker is an autonomous 5 brush 
system which deep cleans the full surface of boards without stopping 
production. As the board surface is significantly cleaner, the likelihood 
of suffering rejects is reduced and boards last longer.

Reduce Stoppages & Safeguard Quality
Block production is a finely tuned process. Product quality, cycle times and production volumes are all 
affected by the performance of the block machine and condition of production boards. Optimising these key 
pieces of kit is a challenge, requiring regular adjustment, component replacement and servicing. This is where 
we come in. Fitting high quality, long lasting block machine wear parts minimises frequency of stoppages and 
allows the line to run at higher capacity. Keeping production boards cleaner ensures they flow through the 
system freely and maintain product quality.
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